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partner interests. They have moved to expedite this proceeding in order to seek a

preliminary injunction halting the upcoming vote on the proposed acquisition.

Motions to expedite are granted if a plaintiff sets forth a sufficiently

colorable claim and a sufficient possibility of irreparable injury.1 These showings

are assessed in the context of the burdens on the parties and the Court of expedited

proceedings.

I. BACKGROUND

7MNMVLIV\ ?IZY]IZL % 5IPT[ 4; &d?%5e' W_Ved ITT WN @QT\IVSQVOg[

general partner, Defendant OTLP ;A) >>6 &d;Ae') and approximately sixty-five

percent of the limited partner interests in Oiltanking. In June 2014, Enterprise

approached M&B not only about buying ?%5g[ QV\MZM[\ QV @QT\IVSQVO) J]\ IT[W Q\[

desire to acquire all of Oiltanking. M&B was willing to discuss the acquisition of

its interest by Enterprise, but it did not support any deal structure that would

depend upon the support of the unaffiliated unitholders.

1 Giammargo v. Snapple Bev. Corp., 1994 WL 672698, at *2 (Del. Ch. Nov. 15,
1994).
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The rights of the common unitholders of Oiltanking &d6WUUWV

DVQ\PWTLMZ[e', such as the Plaintiffs, are defined in the First Amended and Restated

Agreement of Limited Partnership of Oiltanking, dated as of July 19, 2011 (the

d>A 4OZMMUMV\e'* DVLMZ BMK\QWV 14.3(b) of the LP Agreement, any merger would

require approval of a Unit Majority. Section 1.1 of the LP Agreement defines Unit

?IRWZQ\a I[ d&Q' L]ZQVO \PM Subordination Period, at least a majority of the

Outstanding Common Units (excluding Common Units owned by the General

Partner and its Affiliates), voting as a class, and at least a majority of the

Outstanding Subordinated Units, voting as a class, and (ii) after the end of the

Subordination Period, at least a majority of the Outstanding Common UVQ\[*e

The Subordination Period was expected to continue until mid-November

2014. Its purpose, as inferred from the LP Agreement, was to assure that the

Common Unitholders received certain cash distributions from Oiltanking ahead of

other investors in Oiltanking. Requiring a class vote of the Common Unitholders

was a way to protect their cash flow expectations.
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M&B was not interested in a transaction that would be dependent upon a

class vote, essentially a majority-of-the-minority vote, of the unaffiliated Common

Unitholders, who own approximately one-third of the limited partner interests. It

advised Enterprise that it would deal directly with Enterprise, but that Enterprise

should wait until the expiration of the Subordination Period to acquire the publicly

held Common Units if it wanted to avoid a class vote on a merger.

M&B and Enterprise were able to negotiate an agreement under which

Enterprise _W]TL IKY]QZM ;A IVL ?%5g[ \_W-thirds limited partner interests in

Oiltanking. That transaction closed on October 1, 2014; a few days earlier,

Enterprise had notified Oiltanking of its intention to acquire all of Oiltanking by

merger. Its proposed merger price for each limited partner unit (a Common Unit)

was less than what it was paying to M&B for its comparable units. GP referred the

matter to the Conflicts Committee established under the LP Agreement, and the

Conflicts Committee was able to negotiate an increase in the price that Enterprise

would pay as merger consideration, although the final negotiated price remained

below what Enterprise paid M&B.
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II. CONTENTIONS

The LP Agreement purports to define those duties, including fiduciary

duties, that GP and its affiliates owe to the Common Unitholders; more

significantly, it purports to eliminate all other duties, including fiduciary duties,

that are not preserved by the agreement.2

Enterprise, because the necessary payments to the Common Unitholders

have been made and, thus, the Subordination Period has ended, proposes a

unitholder vote on the merger that would be determined by a simple majority of the

Common Units voted. With its ownership of approximately two-thirds of those

units, which are irrevocably committed by a support agreement to be voted to

approve the merger, it is not difficult to predict the outcome of that vote. The

Plaintiffs, however, contend that they and their fellow unaffiliated Common

Unitholders are entitled to a class vote on the merger. Thus, they have moved for

expedition in order to seek a preliminary injunction precluding the vote proposed

by Enterprise.

2 LP Agmt. § 7.9(e).
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The Plaintiffs argue that M&B and Enterprise designed the transaction in a

conscious effort to defeat their entitlement to a class vote. Allegedly, because the

acquisition was announced during the Subordination Period, the voting standard

applicable during the Subordination Period would govern the merger vote.

Plaintiffs claim that the LP Agreement is ambiguous on this issue, and that GP

breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing when it determined

that no class vote is required. Plaintiffs also argue that M&B and Enterprise

improperly divided a compromised transaction into subparts that when viewed

separately may appear to be proper. This structure was allegedly part of a

KWV[KQW][ MNNWZ\ \W LMNMI\ ATIQV\QNN[g right to a class vote. If viewed as a single

integrated transaction that was effectively consummated when M&B transferred its

interest, then GP has allegedly breached the LP Agreement by refusing a class

vote. In addition, Plaintiffs assert that GP, because of its divided loyalties and

unexculpated conduct, breached its contractual duty of good faith owed to

Plaintiffs.
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III. ANALYSIS

A. Voting Standard Claims

At its core, the Plaintiffsg argument is that the Defendants could not

announce, pursue, or agree to a merger before expiration of the Subordination

Period without becoming obligated to seek a class vote. They maintain that

because the merger was announced during the Subordination Period, the voting

standard applicable during the Subordination Period would control, even if the

merger vote would occur later.

The LP Agreement does not expressly address what voting standard would

apply with respect to when an item for voting is announced. That, according to

Plaintiffs, creates an ambiguity. <W_M^MZ) dGIH KWV\ZIK\ Q[ VW\ ZMVLMZML IUJQO]W][

simply because the parties do not agree on its proper construction. Rather, a

contract is ambiguous only when the provisions in controversy are reasonably or

fairly susceptible of different interpretations or may have two or more different

UMIVQVO[*e
3 The LP Agreement specifies a voting standard during the

3 Kaiser Alum. Corp. v. Matheson, 681 A.2d 392, 395 (Del. 1996) (quoting Rhone-
Poulenc Basic Chems. Co. v. Am. Motorists Ins. Co., 616 A.2d 1192, 1196 (Del.
1992)).
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Subordination Period and a voting standing for after the Subordination Period. In

this instance, the vote (or the record holder date) will occur roughly two months

after the end of the Subordination Period. The Plaintiffs offer no reason why,

under either the LP Agreement or Delaware law, the voting standard is not

determined by reference to the time of the vote.4 The LP Agreement does not

provide that the voting standard changes only after the Subordination Period ends

plus the time necessary to announce and arrange for a vote. There is no reason to

impose upon the merger process a voting standard requirement that is not required

by the LP Agreement.

When the Subordination Period ends, the Subordinated Units are converted

immediately, on a one-for-one basis, into Common Units. How the Subordinated

Units, after conversion, would JM \ZMI\ML Q[ VW\ KTMIZ ]VLMZ ATIQV\QNN[g IVITa[Q[*

Even though the Subordinated Units, after the end of the Subordination Period, are

to carry all the rights of the Common Units, the Plaintiffs would deny them their

right to vote along with all other Common Units. Instead, the Plaintiffs apparently

would propose creating a special subclass of Common Units consisting of the

4 See generally Berlin C% (;4?093 ,E?@, 552 A.2d 482 (Del. 1988). This case is
discussed infra, Section III.B.1.
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unaffiliated Common Units from before the end of the Subordination Period.

There is no basis in the LP Agreement to allow the Subordinated Units, after the

end of the Subordination Period, to vote as a separate class of Subordinated Units

because at that point there would no longer be any Subordinated Units.

If the drafters of the LP Agreement had wanted to subject announcements of

merger, as contrasted with a vote on a merger, to certain requirements, presumably

they could have done so. They did not do so. That omission, in these

circumstances, does not implicate the covenant of good faith and fair dealing,

which, of course, inheres in every Delaware contract.5
dCPM QUXTQML KW^MVIV\ Q[

not a free-floating duty that requires good faith conduct in some subjectively

appropriate sense . . . [but] rather, the doctrine by which Delaware law cautiously

supplies implied terms to fill gaps QV \PM M`XZM[[ XZW^Q[QWV[ WN IV IOZMMUMV\*e
6

The Subordination Period is well-defined and its expiration was readily

predicted. Those who chose to invest in Common Units understood that the

5 See, e.g., Dunlap v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 878 A.2d 434, 442 (Del. 2005)
&dGCHPM QUXTQML KW^MVIV\ I\\IKPM[ \W M^MZa KWV\ZIK\ * * * *e'*
6 In re El Paso ,8>498<4 ,E?@$ *%,% '4?8C% *8A86%, 2014 WL 2768782, at *16 (Del.
Ch. June 12, 2014) (citing Gerber v. Enter. Prods. Hldgs., LLC, 67 A.3d 400, 418
(Del. 2013), =C4??B943 8< >0?A =< =A74? 6?=B<3@ 1D /8<@709 C% .802=; )<AE9$ )<2%,
76 A.3d 808 (Del. 2013)).
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merger protection of a class vote would terminate upon the expiration of the

Subordination Period. The text of the LP Agreement is clear, and the Plaintiffs

have not identified any untoward effect that the drafters would have addressed had

they thought about it. Nothing about the timing of the announcement or the timing

of the vote defeats the reasonable expectations of the Common Unitholders as

guaranteed by the LP Agreement.7

B. Transaction Structuring Theory

1. The Step-Transaction Doctrine Is Inapposite

The Plaintiffs contend that the entire process by which M&B sold its

interests to Enterprise and Enterprise pursued a merger must be assessed as a single

integrated transaction. However, M&B is not involved in the merger because it no

longer has any interest in Oiltanking. It had every right to tell Enterprise that it

would deal with its own interests and that it would not become involved with the

]VINNQTQI\ML 6WUUWV DVQ\[* 8V\MZXZQ[M _I[ ]VLMZ VW L]\a \W ZMRMK\ ?%5g[

7 See, e.g., id. I\ (,1 &d=UXTaQVO KWV\ZIK\ \MZU[ Q[ IV fWKKI[QWVIT VMKM[[Q\a * * * \W

MV[]ZM G\PI\H XIZ\QM[g ZMI[WVIJTM M`XMK\I\QWV[ IZM N]TNQTTML*ge' &Y]W\QVO Dunlap,
878 A.2d at 422) (alternations in original)).
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approach and, as is the case where there is a controller, the controller is generally

free to dispose of its interests as it sees fit.8

M&B was confronted with a choice. It could deal with Enterprise for its

own interestcas any controller could. Or, it could enter into a transaction that was

conditioned on a class vote, assuming that that transaction process proceeded

promptly and reached the voting stage before the end of the Subordination Period.

It told Enterprise what its position wascand there was no fiduciary duty breach

when it told Enterprise that it would deal with Enterprise but would not be

involved in a transaction that would require a class vote. That was an M&B

decision. At that time, GP was controlled by M&B and those parties were

dINNQTQI\M[*e 5]\ ;A KIVVW\ JM LMMUML \W PI^M JZMIKPML Q\[ NQL]KQIZa L]\QM[

because an affiliate (M&B) made a decision that it was properly able to make.

8
&5% )< ?4 -D<A74@$ )<2% -E7=934? *8A86%, 0+ 4*.L ,+--) ,+.2 &7MT* 6P* -+,-' &d=\ Q[)

of course, true that controlling stockholders are putatively free under our law to
sell their own bloc for a premium or even to take a different premium in a
merger.e'*
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Enterprise announced its merger offer for the public Common Units well

after its agreement with M&B and without any contractual obligation to pursue a

merger. 7M[XQ\M ATIQV\QNN[g I[[MZ\QWV) ?%5 LQL VW\ [\Z]K\]ZM \PM UMZOMZ*

8V\MZXZQ[M UILM \PM LMKQ[QWV \W J]a ?%5g[ QV\MZM[\ NQZ[\* 8V\MZXZQ[M [QUXTa \WWS

advantage of the road map drawn by the LP Agreement.9

9 Under appropriate circumstances, the step-transaction doctrine treats formally
separate but related transactions as a single transaction, if all the steps are
substantially linked. Bank of N.Y. Mellon Trust Co., N.A. v. Liberty Media Corp.,
-2 4*.L --0) -/+ &7MT* -+,,'* dCPM X]ZXW[M WN G\PQ[H doctrine is to ensure the
N]TNQTTUMV\ WN XIZ\QM[g M`XMK\I\QWV[ VW\_Q\P[\IVLQVO \PM \MKPVQKIT NWZUITQ\QM[ _Q\P

_PQKP I \ZIV[IK\QWV Q[ IKKWUXTQ[PML*e Coughlan v. NXP B.V., 2011 WL 5299491,
at *7 (Del. Ch. Nov. 4, 2011).

The Court recognizes three different tests for LM\MZUQVQVO \PM LWK\ZQVMg[

applicability: the end result test, the interdependence test, and the binding
commitment test. Id. Plaintiffs argue that the first two tests apply here.

The end result test is not met because neither GP nor M&B structured the
\ZIV[IK\QWV[ I[ dXZMIZZIVOML XIZ\[ WN _PI\ _I[ I [QVOTM \ZIV[IK\QWV) KI[\ NZWU \PM

W]\[M\ \W IKPQM^M \PM ]T\QUI\M ZM[]T\*e See Bank of N.Y. Mellon Trust Co., 29 A.3d
at 240. Enterprise took separate steps, in a manner provided for by the LP
Agreement, to acquire Oiltanking. Even if the step-transaction doctrine could
IXXTa \W 8V\MZXZQ[Mg[ KWVL]K\ &_PQKP Q\ LWM[ VW\') \PM WVTa KTIQU[ IOIQV[\

8V\MZXZQ[M IZM TQVSML \W ;Ag[ KWVL]K\3 8V\MZXZQ[M LQL VW\ JZMIKP IVa KWV\ZIK\ Ja

proceeding in this manner.
CPM QV\MZLMXMVLMVKM \M[\ LWM[ VW\ IXXTa JMKI][M \PM [\MX[ _MZM VW\ d[W

interdependent that the legal relations created by one transaction would have been
NZ]Q\TM[[ _Q\PW]\ I KWUXTM\QWV WN \PM [MZQM[*e Id. 9WZ ?%5) \PM dNQZ[\ [\MXe KTMIZTa

had independent legal significance. It was not even involved with the second step.
The reverse is true for GP. Again, even if the first step would have left Enterprise
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The parties argue about the impact of Berlin v. Emerald Partners,10 which

LMIT\ _Q\P I [\WKSPWTLMZ XTIQV\QNNg[ I\\MUX\ \W MVRWQV I UMZOMZ JM\_MMV ?Ia)

AM\ZWTM]U) =VK* &d?Iae' IVL \PQZ\MMV KWUXIVQM[ W_VML Ja ?Iag[ 6PQMN 8`MK]\Q^M

@NNQKMZ) 6ZIQO <ITT &d<ITTe'* ?Iag[ KMZ\QNQKI\M WN QVKWZXWZI\QWV KWV\IQVML I

XZW^Q[QWV ZMY]QZQVO []XMZUIRWZQ\a IXXZW^IT NWZ I UMZOMZ dJM\_MMV ?Ia IVL IV

IKY]QZQVO MV\Q\a W_VQVO QV M`KM[[ WN .+$ WN ?Ia [\WKS*e
11

<ITT KWV\ZWTTML I\ TMI[\ 0-$ WN ?Iag[ W]\[\IVLQVO KWUUWV [\WKS _PMV \PM

merger agreement was entered into. In an attempt to avoid the supermajority vote,

Hall reduced his personal ownership of May stock from 52% to 25% prior to the

record date and stockholder vote on the merger. He did so by transferring shares

of May stock to an independent irrevocable trust set up for his children.

frustrated without the second, it still would have effectively acquired full control of
Oiltanking by the time of the merger. Even if it controlled the process, Enterprise
IKY]QZML ?%5g[ QV\MZM[\) _PQKP Q\ _I[ ITTW_ML \W LW) IVL [MXIZI\MTa [W]OP\ I

merger, the vote on which would occur after the Subordination Period.
10 552 A.2d 482 (Del. 1988).
11 Id. at 486.
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CPQ[ 6W]Z\ QVQ\QITTa LM\MZUQVML \PI\ \PM d[]XMZUIRWZQ\a ^W\M G_I[ ZMY]QZMLH

\W IXXZW^M I UMZOMZ _Q\P IVa MV\Q\a \PI\ PMTL .+$ WZ UWZM WN ?Iag[ W]\[\IVLQVO

KWUUWV [\WKS I\ \PM \QUM \PM ?Ia 5WIZL ^W\ML \W ZMKWUUMVL \PM UMZOMZ*e
12 The

Supreme Court reversed, finding that the provision unambiguously established that

d\PM ZMTM^IV\ \QUM \W I[[M[[ _PM\PMZ \PM []XMZUIRWZQ\a ^W\M XZW^Q[QWV * * * G_I[H

triggered [was] when the merger proposal [was] presented to the stockholders for a

^W\M*e
13 The class vote provision in this case operates similarly. Further, the

conduct here does not approach the strategy implemented in Emerald Partners.

Here, the Subordination Period expired. One could argue that the controller in

Emerald Partners had transferred an interest in May to PQ[ KPQTLZMVg[ trust to

implement a strategy pursued for a specific purposecto defeat certain shareholder

rights as to which there was no meaningful temporal limitation. Despite

recognizing that motivation, the Supreme Court concluded that no injunction was

warranted. With Oiltanking, M&B made no decision which benefited itself other

than to respond that it would not sell under certain circumstances. Even if it told

12 Id. at 488.
13 Id. at 489. Because the record date establishes which stockholders are eligible to vote,
\PM dfLI\M WN \PM [\WKSPWTLMZ ^W\Mg * * * Q[ QVM`WZIJTa \QML \W \PM ZMKWZL LI\M*e Id. n.9.
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Enterprise about the limited duration of the Subordination Period (and Enterprise

decided to go forward with a transaction with M&B alone initially) there was no

fiduciary duty (or contractual) breach.

2. ATIQV\QNN[g 6TIQU[ 9IQT 8^MV 4[[]UQVO \PM B\MX-Transaction Doctrine
Is Applicable

Even if M&B made the decision to implement the two-step processcit sold

to Enterprise and Enterprise followed with a mergercthe result would be the same

as if M&B had merely let time go by. M&B, GP, and Enterprise did nothing out of

the ordinary to defeat the class vote, allowing (but not causing) the Subordination

Period to expire. Payments to the Common Unitholders were regular and

predictable and, in that context, the Subordination Period lapsed.

ATIQV\QNN[g KZQ\QKIT KWV\MV\QWV Q[ \PI\ \PM MV\QZM KPIVOM QV [\Z]K\ure was

effectuated as part of a single integrated transaction on October 1, 2014, once

M&B sold its interest to Enterprise and Enterprise announced its intention to

acquire the balance of Oiltanking through merger. This all happened during the

Subordination Period, and when 8V\MZXZQ[M IKY]QZML ?%5g[ QV\MZM[\) \PM W]\KWUM

of the merger votecin the absence of a class votecwas preordained because
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Enterprise owned two-thirds of the limited partnership interests. This, according to

Plaintiffs, necessitates a class vote.

However, at the time of the M&B transfer, during the Subordination Period,

Enterprise was still bound to honor the class vote requirement until that

requirement expired with the passage of time. There simply is no reason to treat

the transactQWV &JW\P ?%5g[ [ITM IVL \PM UMZOMZ' I[ KWUXTM\ML WV @K\WJMZ ,

when, in fact, Enterprise could not have avoided the class vote if it had wanted to

consummate the merger at that precise time. It could accomplish the merger

without a class vote only after the Subordination Period and that was consistent

with the agreement that had been reached for the benefit of the Common

Unitholders.

Plaintiffs also suggest that although the merger was not completed during

the Subordination Period, its announcement during that time, when linked as the

d[MKWVL [\MXe \W ?%5g[ [ITM WN Q\[ QV\MZM[\[) \ZQOOMZ[ \PM KTI[[ ^W\M* =V W\PMZ

words, the merger was part of an improperly divided single transaction that was

negotiated, agreed to, and announced during the Subordination Period. However,

\PM IZO]UMV\ NWZ I KTI[[ ^W\M JI[ML WV \PQ[ \PMWZa KWTTIX[M[ QV\W \PM ATIQV\QNN[g
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already rejected voting standard claims. Announcing a contrived two-step process

during the Subordination Period would only trigger a class vote if mere

announcement were sufficient to trigger that voting standard. The only way to

avoid this result is to posit that the entire single integrated transaction was

consummated on October 1, a proposition that the Court has rejected.

3. ;Ag[ 4XXZW^IT Wf 8V\MZXZQ[Mg[ @NNMZ

In addition) \PM ATIQV\QNN[ KPITTMVOM ;Ag[ PIVLTQVO or structuring of

8V\MZXZQ[Mg[ UMZOMZ WNNMZ* CPM WNNMZ _I[ ZMNMZZML \W \PM Conflicts Committee, as

contemplated by Section 7.9(a) of the LP Agreement. The Plaintiffs do not explain

what it was that GP did that was a breach of its contractual duty of good faith.14

They suggest either that GP should not have told Enterprise in June that the LP

Agreement would allow a merger without a class vote if Enterprise waited until the

Subordination Period expired or that under the terms of the LP Agreement GP was

not exculpated because it did not seek the best possible price for the Common

Unitholders. The Plaintiffs do not explain how GP violated any fiduciary duties by

14 See LP Agmt. § 7.9(b) (describing the contractual good faith standard applicable
when GP acted in its capacity as the general partner, rather than in its individual
capacity).
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informing Enterprise when the Subordination Period would expire and what those

consequences would be for obtaining merger approval.15

The Plaintiffs argue that the exculpation language of Section 14.2(a) of the

>A 4OZMMUMV\ XZW\MK\[ ;A QN Q\ dR][\ [Ia[ VWe \W I UMZOMZ J]\ WNNMZs no comparable

protection for agreeing to a merger. Yet, the Conflicts Committee provided a

recognized pathway by which the interests of the Common Unitholders would be

duly represented. That they received less per unit than M&B did may be troubling,

but that seems to be an inevitable consequence of the way the LP Agreement, to

which the Common Unitholders agreed, was drafted. Certainly, Plaintiffs have not

pointed to another viable path.

15
ATIQV\QNN[ ITTMOM \PI\ ;A IK\ML QV Q\[ KIXIKQ\a I[ \PM OMVMZIT XIZ\VMZ _PMV Q\ UILM d\PM

self-interested determQVI\QWV \PI\ fIVa * * * [MKWVL [\MX \ZIV[IK\QWV NWZ \PM G6WUUWV DVQ\[

held by the public] would need to occur after the closing of the acquisition of Oiltanking
QV\MZM[\[ NZWU ?%5 IVL Q\[ INNQTQI\M[*ge 6WUXT* b ,+0 &MUXPI[Q[ QV WZQOQVIT'* <W_M^MZ)

the language that Plaintiffs quote comes from the Form S-4 registration statement filed by
Enterprise on November 26, 2014. In that filing, Enterprise explained how M&B (not
GP) made it clear that it would not be interested in considering a sale of its Oiltanking
interests as part of a transaction requiring unitholder approval by all unaffiliated
Oiltanking Common Unitholders.
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Plaintiffs complain that M&B (or GP) did not submit the decision to

bifurcate the merger process into two discrete steps to the Conflicts Committee.

FM\) I[ [M\ NWZ\P IJW^M) \PM LMKQ[QWV \W [MTT ?%5g[ QV\MZM[\ \W 8V\MZXZQ[M _I[ WVM

for M&B to make. Nothing required M&B to seek Conflicts Committee approval

of how it would (or would not) go about selling its own interest. The first issue

that would appropriately go to the Conflicts Committee for review was the

Enterprise merger offer, which the Conflicts Committee addressed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In sum, the Plaintiffs have not shown a colorable claim. Without a colorable

claim, the burdens of expedited proceedings should not be imposed. Accordingly,

the motion to expedite is denied.16

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Very truly yours,

/s/ John W. Noble
JWN/cap
cc: Register in Chancery-K
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that the Plaintiffs are guilty of laches in seeking interim injunctive relief in the
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in the absence of interim injunctive relief.


